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Abstract
This paper discusses the problem of multilin-001
gual evaluation. Using simple statistics, such as002
average language performance might inject lin-003
guistic biases in favor of dominant language004
families into evaluation methodology. We005
show that this bias can be found in published006
works and we demonstrate that linguistically-007
motivated result visualization can detect it.008

1 Introduction009

The linguistic diversity of NLP research is grow-010

ing (Joshi et al., 2020; Pikuliak et al., 2021) thanks011

to improvements of various multilingual technolo-012

gies, such as machine translation (Arivazhagan013

et al., 2019), multilingual language models (Devlin014

et al., 2019; Conneau and Lample, 2019), cross-015

lingual transfer learning (Pikuliak et al., 2021) or016

language independent representations (Ruder et al.,017

2019). It is now possible to create well-performing018

multilingual methods for many tasks. When deal-019

ing with multilingual methods, we need to be able020

to evaluate how good they really are. Consider the021

two methods shown in Figure 1 (a). Without look-022

ing at the particular languages, Method A seems023

better. It has better results for the majority of lan-024

guages and its average performance is better as well.025

However, the trio of languages, where Method A is026

better, are in fact all very similar Iberian languages,027

while the fourth language is Indo-Iranian. Is the028

Method A actually better, or is it better only for029

Iberian? Simple average is often used in practice030

without considering the linguistic diversity of the031

underlying selection of languages, despite the fact032

that many corpora and datasets are biased in favor033

of historically dominant languages and language034

families.035

Additionally, as the number of languages in-036

creases, it is harder and harder to notice phenomena037

such as this. Consider the comparison of two sets038

of results in Table 1. With 41 languages it is cog-039

nitively hard to discover various relations between040

the languages and their results, even if one has the 041

necessary linguistic knowledge. 042

In this paper, we argue that it is not the best prac- 043

tice to compare multilingual methods only with 044

simple statistics, such as average. Commonly used 045

simple evaluation protocols might bias research 046

in favor of dominant languages and in turn hurt 047

historically marginalized languages. Instead, we 048

propose to consider using qualitative results analy- 049

sis that takes linguistic typology (Ponti et al., 2019) 050

and comparative linguistics into account as an ad- 051

ditional sanity check. Such analysis might be espe- 052

cially important for comparing multilingual meth- 053

ods with non-trivial number of languages – mas- 054

sively multilingual methods – where it is hard to 055

evaluate their linguistic biases on the first sight. We 056

propose a visualization based on URIEL typologi- 057

cal database (Littell et al., 2017) to this effect, and 058

we show that it is able to discover linguistic biases 059

in published results. 060

2 Related Work 061

Linguistic biases in NLP. Bender (2009) pos- 062

tulated that research driven mainly by evaluation 063

in English will become biased in favor of this lan- 064

guage and might not be particularly language in- 065

dependent. Even in recent years, popular tech- 066

niques such as word2vec or Byte Pair Encoding 067

were shown to have worse performance on morpho- 068

logically rich languages (Bojanowski et al., 2017; 069

Park et al., 2020). Perhaps if the research was 070

less Anglocentric, different methods would have 071

become popular instead. Similarly, cross-lingual 072

word embeddings are usually constructed with En- 073

glish as a hub language. This has no particular rea- 074

son, even though this choice might hurt many lan- 075

guages (Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2020). Our 076

work is deeply related to issues like these. We 077

show that multilingual evaluation with an unbal- 078

anced selection of languages might cause similar 079

symptoms. 080
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Figure 1: (a) Comparison of two methods on unbalanced set of languages. (b) Visualization of URIEL languages
with certain language families color-coded. (c) Comparison of two methods from Rahimi et al.. This uses the same
map of languages as b, but the view is zoomed.

Language afr arb bul ben bos cat ces dan deu ell eng spa est pes fin fra heb hin hrv hun ind
Method A 74 54 54 60 77 79 72 79 64 34 57 76 71 52 69 73 46 58 77 69 61
Method B 59 64 61 70 63 62 62 62 58 61 47 63 64 74 67 57 53 68 61 59 67
Language ita lit lav mkd zlm nld nor pol por ron rus slk slv alb swe tam tgl tur ukr vie AVG
Method A 76 75 67 48 63 78 77 77 74 74 36 76 76 76 69 25 57 67 49 48 64.5
Method B 60 62 68 67 66 59 65 61 59 66 53 62 64 69 69 54 66 61 60 55 62.1

Table 1: Comparison of two methods from Rahimi et al. (2019).

Benchmarking. Using benchmarks is a practice081

that came under a lot of scrutiny in the NLP com-082

munity recently. Benchmark evaluation was said083

to encourage spurious data overfitting (Kavumba084

et al., 2019), encourage metric gaming (Thomas085

and Uminsky, 2020) or lead the research away from086

general human-like linguistic intelligence (Linzen,087

2020). Similarly, benchmarks are criticized for be-088

ing predominantly focused on performance, while089

neglecting several other important properties, e.g.090

prediction cost or model robustness (Ethayarajh091

and Jurafsky, 2020). Average in particular was092

shown to have several issues with robustness that093

can be addressed by using pair-wise instance evalu-094

ation (Peyrard et al., 2021). To address these issues,095

some benchmarks refuse to use aggregating scores096

and instead report multiple metrics at the same time097

leaving interpretation of the results to the reader.098

Gehrmann et al. (2021) is one such benchmark,099

which proposes to use visualizations to help the in-100

tepretation. In this work, we also use visualizations101

to similar effect.102

3 Multilingual Evaluation Strategies103

When comparing multilingual methods with non-104

trivial number of languages, it is cognitively hard105

to keep track of various linguistic aspects, such106

as language families, writing systems, typologi-107

cal properties, etc. Researchers often use various108

simplifying strategies instead: 109

Aggregating metrics. Aggregating metrics, such 110

as average performance or a number of languages 111

where a certain method achieves the best results 112

provide some information, but as we illustrated in 113

Figure 1 (a), they might not tell the whole story. By 114

aggregating results we lose important information 115

about individual languages and language families. 116

Aggregating metrics encode certain values, e.g. av- 117

erage is an example of utilitarianist world view, 118

while using minimal performance might be consid- 119

ered to be a prioritarianist approach (Choudhury 120

and Deshpande, 2021). However, commonly used 121

statistics usually do not take underlying linguistic 122

diversity into account. This might lead to unwanted 123

phenomena, such as bias in favor of dominant lan- 124

guage families. The encoded values might not align 125

with the values we want to express. 126

Aggregated metrics for different groups. An- 127

other option is to calculate statistics for certain 128

linguistic families or groups. These are steps in 129

the right direction, as they provide a more fine- 130

grained picture, but there are still issues left. It is 131

not clear which families should be selected, e.g. 132

should we average all Indo-European languages 133

or should we average across subfamilies, such as 134

Slavic or Germanic. This selection is ultimately 135

opinionated and different selections might show us 136

different views of the results. In addition, aggregat- 137
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ing across families might still hide variance within138

these families. Grouping languages by the size of139

available datasets (e.g. low resource vs. high re-140

source) shows us how the models deal with data141

scarcity, but the groups might still be linguistically142

unbalanced.143

Balanced language sampling. Another option144

is to construct a multilingual dataset so that it145

is linguistically balanced. This process is called146

language sampling (Rijkhoff et al., 1993; Mies-147

tamo et al., 2016). In practice, this means that a148

small number of surrogate languages is selected149

for each family. The problem with dominant fam-150

ilies is solved because we control the number of151

languages per family. However, some issues still152

remain. First, selecting which families should be153

represented and then selecting languages within154

these families is again an opinionated process. Dif-155

ferent families and their subfamilies might have156

different degrees of diversity. Different selections157

might favor different linguistic properties and re-158

sults might vary between them. It is also not clear,159

how exhaustive given selection is, i.e. how much160

of the linguistic variety has been covered. Some161

of the existing works mention their selection crite-162

ria: Longpre et al. (2020) count how many speakers163

the selection covers, Clark et al. (2020) use a set of164

selected typological properties, Ponti et al. (2020)165

use the so called variety language sampling. Pub-166

lishing the criteria allows us to do a post-hoc anal-167

ysis in the future to evaluate, how well did these168

criteria work.169

Language sampling might also make dataset170

curators more reluctant to include additional lan-171

guages for the sake of keeping balance. This might172

hurt the omitted languages.173

4 Bias Detection through Visualization174

In this section we show how to detect linguistic175

bias in results with visualizations. Our goal is not176

to evaluate particular methods, but to demonstrate177

how linguistically-informed analysis might help178

researchers gain insights into their results. We use179

results by Rahimi et al. (2019) for our demonstra-180

tion. We analyze the results from this paper not181

because we want to criticize it, but because it is182

a well-written paper that actually attempts to do183

multilingual evaluation for non-trivial number of184

languages with significantly different methods. The185

linguistic biases we uncover are already partially186

discussed in the paper. Here, we only show how to187

effectively uncover these biases with appropriate 188

visualization. Appendix A shows similar analysis 189

for another paper (Heinzerling and Strube, 2019) 190

where linguistic biases are visible. 191

Results for multilingual systems are often re- 192

ported in comprehensive tables. Table 1 is a rep- 193

resentative example of how these results can look 194

like. The problem is that it is cognitively hard to 195

compare sets of results for non-trivial number of 196

languages usually listed only with their ISO codes. 197

We suspect, that most NLP researchers would not 198

be able to identify all the languages and their fami- 199

lies from this table alone. We propose to visualize 200

the results so that the linguistic similarity of lan- 201

guages is taken into account to address this prob- 202

lem. 203

URIEL is a typological language database that 204

consists of 289 syntactic and phonological binary 205

features for 3718 languages. We use UMAP feature 206

reduction algorithm (McInnes and Healy, 2018) to 207

create a 2D typological language space. This map 208

is shown in Figure 1 (b). The map is interactive and 209

allows for dynamic filtering of languages and fami- 210

lies, as well as inspection of individual languages 211

and their properties1. Each point is one language 212

and selected language families are color-coded in 213

the figure. Even though URIEL features used for di- 214

mensionality reduction do not contain information 215

about language families, genealogically close lan- 216

guages naturally form clusters in our visualization. 217

Certain geographical relations are captured as well, 218

e.g. Sudanic and Chadic languages are neighbor- 219

ing clusters, despite being from different language 220

families. This evokes the linguistic tradition of 221

grouping languages according to the regions and 222

macroregions. This shows that our visualization is 223

able to capture both intrafamiliar and interfamiliar 224

similarities of languages and is thus appropriate for 225

our use-case. Similar language and families form 226

natural clusters and we can reason about the results 227

using this map. 228

We visualize results from Rahimi et al. (2019) 229

on this linguistic map. Rahimi et al. use Wikipedia- 230

based corpus for NER, and they compare various 231

cross-lingual transfer learning algorithms for 41 232

languages. They use an unbalanced set of lan- 233

guages, where the three most dominant language 234

families – Germanic, Italic and Slavic – make up 235

55% of all languages. See Appendix A for more 236

details about the paper. We use our URIEL map to 237

1Demo available at Google Colab.
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visualize a comparison between a pair of methods.238

In Figure 1 (c) we compare two methods – Method239

A – cross-lingual transfer learning methods using240

multiple source languages (average performance241

64.5), and seemingly worse Method B – a low-242

resource training without any form of cross-lingual243

supervision (average performance 62.1). We use244

the same URIEL map, but we superimpose the rel-245

ative performance of the two methods as colored246

columns. Orange columns on this map show lan-247

guages where Method A performs better, while blue248

columns show the same for Method B. Height of249

each column shows how big the relative difference250

in performance is between the two methods. I.e.251

taller orange columns mean dominant A, taller blue252

columns mean dominant B.253

We can now clearly see that there is a pattern in254

the location of the colored columns. Using aver-255

age as evlauation measure, Method A seems better256

overall. Here we can see that it is only better in257

one particular cluster of languages – the cluster of258

orange columns. All these are related European259

languages. Most of them are Germanic, Italic or260

Slavic, with some exceptions being languages that261

are not Indo-European, but are nevertheless geo-262

graphical neighbors, such as Hungarian. On the263

other hand, all the non-European languages actu-264

ally prefer Method B. These are the blue columns265

scattered in the rest of the space that consists of266

languages such as Arabic (Semitic), Chinese (Sino-267

Tibetan) or Tamil (Dravidian).268

This shows important fact about the two methods269

that was hidden by using average. Cross-lingual su-270

pervision seemed to have better performance, but it271

has better performance only in the dominant cluster272

of similar languages where the cross-lingual super-273

vision is more viable. Other languages, which are274

less similar, would actually prefer using monolin-275

gual low-resource learning, as they are not able276

to learn from other languages that easily. In this277

case, average is overestimating the value of cross-278

lingual learning for non-European low-resource279

languages. This overestimation might cause harm280

to these languages, because we might be tempted281

to use method that is actually suboptimal. Simi-282

lar insights are mentioned in the original paper as283

well. Here we show how easy it is to see it in our284

linguistically motivated visualization.285

We can also see that there are some exceptions –286

the blue columns in the orange cluster. These ex-287

ceptions are Greek, Russian, Macedonian, Bulgar-288

ian and Ukrainian – all Indo-European languages 289

that use non-Latin scripts. In this case, different 290

writing systems are probably cause of additional 291

linguistic bias. It might be hard to notice this pat- 292

tern by simply looking at the table of results, but 293

here we can quickly identify the languages as out- 294

liers and then it is easy to realize what they have in 295

common. 296

Note that we do not expect to see this level of 297

linguistic bias in most papers and we have cherry- 298

picked this particular methods from this particu- 299

lar paper because they demonstrate the case when 300

the linguistic bias in the results is the most obvi- 301

ous. This is caused mainly by unbalanced selection 302

of languages on Wikipedia and in a sense unfair 303

comparison of cross-lingual supervision with low 304

resource learning. 305

5 Conclusions 306

We discussed the caveats of multilingual evaluation 307

in this paper. Multilinguality in NLP is becom- 308

ing more common and methodological practice is 309

sometimes lagging behind (Artetxe et al., 2020; Ke- 310

ung et al., 2020; Bender, 2011). Making progress 311

will be inherently hard without rigorous evalua- 312

tion methodology. In this work, we showed how 313

to improve the evaluation with qualitative results 314

analysis using interactive visualizations. With this, 315

we were able to uncover linguistic biases. This can 316

lead to better-informed decisions in the future. 317

Considering the practice in machine learning and 318

NLP, it might be tempting to reduce a multilingual 319

method performance to a single number. However, 320

we believe that intricacies of multilingual evalua- 321

tion can not be reduced so easily. There are too 322

many different dimensions that need to be taken 323

into consideration and NLP researchers should un- 324

derstand these dimensions. We believe that appro- 325

priate level of training in various linguistic fields, 326

such as typology or comparative linguistics, is nec- 327

essary for proper understanding of multilingual 328

results. In this work, we have put forward a visu- 329

alization using URIEL database to compare two 330

methods. We believe that other multilingual use- 331

cases can be visualized with similar approach, e.g. 332

comparing more than two methods, analyzing in- 333

fluence of various hyperparameters, analyzing fair- 334

ness of language selection, etc. 335
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6 Ethical Considerations336

Much of current NLP research is focused on only a337

small handful of languages. Communities of some338

language users are left behind, as a result of data339

scarcity. We believe that our paper might have340

positive societal impact. It focuses on the issues341

of these marginalized languages and communities.342

Following our recommendations might lead to a343

more diverse and fair multilingual evaluation both344

in research and in industry. This might in turn led to345

better models, applications and ultimately quality346

of life changes for some.347
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A Details of Analysed Papers540

In this appendix, we provide additional information541

about papers we analysed.542

A.1 Rahimi et al.543

This is the paper we used for demonstration in the544

main paper in Section 4. We use results reported in545

Table 4 in their paper. The languages they use are546

listed here in Table 2. We can see the apparent dom-547

inance of Indo-European languages. There are 14548

different methods listed in their paper. We compare549

the results for these methods in Figure 2. There we550

can see how the average results for individual meth-551

ods compare with the average results for non-GIS552

(Germanic-Italic-Slavic) languages. The numbers553

correspond to the order of methods listed in the554

original paper. The two methods compared in Fig-555

ure 1 (c) are shown as blue and orange, respectively.556

The orange Method A is BEAtok in the original pa-557

per. The blue Method B is called LSup. We can see558

the linguistic bias with this simplistic view as well.559

All the cross-lingual learning based methods have560

worse non-GIS results than methods that do not use561

cross-lingual learning (methods 1 and 2). However,562

this analysis can not replace the visualization we563

propose in Section 4. It provides a GIS-centered564

view, but it can not capture other sources of bias.565

For example, it does not show various outliers that566

were seen in the visualization, such as Uralic lan-567

guages that behave similarly to GIS languages, or568

Slavic languages with Cyrilic alphabet that behave569

differently than other Slavic languages.570

A.2 Heinzerling and Strube571

Similar linguistic biases can be seen in Heinzer-572

ling and Strube as well. They evaluate various573

representations performance on POS tagging and574

NER. In Figure 3 we compare POS accuracy of a575

multilingual model with a shared embedding vocab-576

ulary (average performance 96.6, MultiBPEmb577

+char +finetune in the original paper) and a578

simple BiLSTM baseline with no transfer super-579

vision (average performance 96.4, BiLSTM in the580

original paper). Orange columns are for languages581

that prefer the multilingual model, blue columns582

prefer the baseline. In this case, almost all orange583

columns are in fact GIS languages. Other lan-584

guages are having significantly worse results with585

this method and most of them actually prefer the586

simple baseline with no cross-lingual supervision.587

This shows the limitations of proposed multilingual588

ISO Language Subfamily Family
bul Bulgarian

Slavic

Indo-European

bos Bosnian
ces Czech
hrv Croatian
mkd Macedonian
pol Polish
rus Russian
slk Slovak
slv Slovenian
ukr Ukrainian
afr Afrikkans

Germanic

dan Danish
deu German
nld Dutch
nor Norwegian
swe Swedish
cat Catalan

Italic

fra French
ita Italian
por Portugese
rom Romanina
spa Spanish
ben Bengali

Indo-Iranianhin Hindi
pes Iranian Persian
lit Lithuanian Balticlav Latvian
ell Greek
alb Albanian
est Estonian

Uralicfin Finnish
hun Hungarian
ind Indonesian

Austronesiantgl Tagalog
zlm Malay
arb Standard Arabic Afro-Asiaticheb Hebrew
vie Vietnamese Austroasiatic
tam Tamil Davidian
tur Turkish Turkic

Table 2: Languages used in Rahimi et al..

ISO Language Subfamily Family
dan Danish

Germanic

Indo-European

deu German
eng English
nld Dutch
nor Norwegian
swe Swedish
bul Bulgarian

Slavic
ces Czech
hrv Croatian
pol Polish
slv Slovenian
fra Frech

Italicita Italian
por Portugese
spa Spanish
hin Hindi Indo-Iranianpes Iranian Persian
eus Basque Isolate
fin Finnish Uralic
heb Hebrew Afro-Asiatic
ind Indonesian Austronesian

Table 3: Languages used in Heinzerling and Strube.
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Figure 2: Comparison of method performance. The
relation between global average and average on non-
GIS languages is shown. Each point represents one
method from the papers.

supervision for outlier languages.589

We use results reported in Table 5 in their paper.590

The languages they use are listed here in Table 3.591

Again, we can see an apparent dominance of GIS592

languages. There are 11 different methods listed in593

their paper. We omitted results for additional 6 low594

resource languages reported in Table 7, because595

only 4 out of 11 methods were used there. We596

compare the results for these methods in Figure 2,597

similarly as in the previous paper. The orange point598

is the multilingual model, the blue point is the base-599

line. Now we can see that the BiLSTM baseline is600

actually the best performing method for non-GIS601

languages.602

B Hyperparameters603

We use UMAP python library2 with the following604

hyperparameters:605

2umap-learn.readthedocs.io

Figure 3: Comparison of two methods from Heinzerling
and Strube.

• Number of neighbours (n_neighbors): 15 606

• Distance metric (metric): cosine 607

• Minimal distance (min_dist): 0.5 608

• Random see (random_state): 1 609
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